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OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GENERAL

The Honorable Michael J. Connolly, Secretary of the Commonwealth
State House, Boston, Massachusetts 02133

Dear Secretary Connolly:
In compliance with section 33 of chapter 30 of the General Laws,

enclosed herewith are thirteen legislative proposals of the Inspector
General for the 1986 session of the General Court.

1. The first proposal would require the Woods Hole, Martha’s
Vineyard and Nantucket Steamship Authority to adhere to many of
the basic reforms developed by the Ward Commission and applicable
to most other public agencies. This bill would make the construction
bid and designer selection laws applicable to capital projects of the
Steamship Authority. In addition, the bill would require the Authority
to develop open and accountable procurement procedures on con-
tracts for supplies and services.

2. The second proposal would empower the Commissioner of
Revenue to debar from public contracting, for up to five years, banks
which violate the law or otherwise abuse the public trust. This bill is
closely patterned on the debarment statute adopted as part of the
Ward Commission reforms under c. 579 of the Acts of 1980; that
statute applies only to construction contractors. My recently com-
pleted investigation of waste and abuse in the procurement of munici-
pal banking services convinces me that debarment of banks is a
necessary tool for deterring abuse in this area of public procurement.

3. The third proposal would require municipal treasurers and col-
lectors to file financial disclosure statements identical to those now
required of certain state officials. Myrecently completed investigation
of waste and abuse in the procurement of municipal banking services
demonstrates that far too many municipal treasurers and collectors
have routinely accepted gifts from banking institutions with which
municipal business has been or may be conducted. Financial disclo-
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sure is essential if public faith is to be restored in the integrity of
depository and other procurement decisions by the custodians of
municipal treasuries.

4. The fourth proposal would authorize the commissioner of banks
to include, as part of annual examinations of banks subject to his
jurisdiction, a review of entertainment and other expense records to

determine possible violations of the conflict-of-interest law. Evidence
of possible violations would be referred to the State Ethics Commis-
sion and since such evidence may portend abuses in the procurement
of banking services the Inspector General. Such routine examina-
tion is necessary to deter repetition of the types of abuses my Office
recently uncovered.

5. The fifth proposal would authorize the Director of Accounts in
the Department of Revenue to review cash management systems,
investment performance, the procurement of banking services, and
control systems against waste and abuse in conjunction with his rou-

tine audits of municipal accounts.
6. The sixth proposal would place the care and operation ofthe new

Transportation Building under the Superintendent of State Office
Buildings, who is currently responsible for all other major state office
buildings in downtown Boston. The building has essentially remained
under the direct jurisdiction of the deputy commissioner of capital
planning and operations since construction was completed; it makes
little sense to continue this temporary arrangement. Effective July 1,
1987, this bill would place the building under the supervision of the
official who, consistent with the Ward Commission reforms, should
exercise jurisdiction. The bill would also mandate open, competitive
procedures for the procurement of building management services at all
state buildings under BSOB.

7. The seventh proposal would extend Ward Commission reforms
in the area of designer selection to horizontal construction projects, by
requiring all public agencies to adopt written designer selection proce-
dures before selecting consultants on projects of significant size. The

Ward Commission reforms now require open and accountable proce-
dures in the selection of designers for buildings, but not tor such
important projects as bridges, roads, and sewer systems. The Ward
Commission requirements have proved their value in safeguarding
against favoritism and shoddy work in the design of public buildings,

the reforms should now be applied to other construction. In addition,
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this proposal would extend to other public agencies (subject to a “local
option” mechanism) a requirement that major projects undergo a
pre-planning phase, when cost and feasibility are determined, before
final design work is commissioned. This programming requirement
now applies solely to state building projects. Based on the Ward
Commission findings, and my Office’s review of projects that are not
presently subject to the requirement, I am confident that enactment of
this proposal would save taxpayers millions of dollars each year.

8. The eighth proposal would authorize the Commissioner of Pub-
lic Safety to designate certain investigators in my Office as special state
police officers. Eligibility for this designation is now available, under
G.L. C. 147, §§lo through 10K, to investigative personnel a large
number of public and private agencies. The proposal would in no way
expand the jurisdiction of my Office, but would allow more expedi-
tious action (for example, the execution of a search warrant) in the
course of investigating fraud or the theft of public property.

9. The ninth proposal is a refiling with amendments of House No.
6319 (1985). This bill would establish a modern and fair set of basic
procurement contracting procedures for county and local govern-
ments.This bill is patterned on the Model Procurement Code of the
American Bar Association. This bill would replace the confusing and
largely ineffective web of existing laws that now govern contracting in
matters other than construction and design. The bill would provide a
clear and effective code to foster competition and provide safeguards
against fraud, waste and abuse.

10. The tenth proposal is a refiling of House Nos. 5864 and 6721
(1985). This proposal would authorize municipalities to enter into
so-called compensating balance agreements with banks, subject to
open and accountable procurement procedures. The bill also provides
safeguards against the maintenance of excess balances in such zero-
interest accounts, and provides that other banking services must be
competitively procured.

11. The eleventh proposal is a refiling of House No. 6741 (1985),
and would clarify the Inspector General’s authority to investigate
fraud, waste, and abuse in public procuremenmt contracts.

12. The twelfth proposal is a refiling with amendments of House
No. 180 (1985). This bill would require safeguards against fraud,
waste, or abuse in the disposition by the Government Land Bank of
property that may hereafter be acquired from the state. These safe-
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guards are based on my 1982 study of the proposed Boston State
Hospital disposition.

13. The thirteenth proposal is a refiling of House No. 6439 (1985).
This bill would fill a significant gap in the designer selection statutes
relating to pubic construction: the lack of an enforcement mechanism.
The bill would empower the Department of Labor and Industries to
undertake this important enforcement role with respect to designer
selection. The Department’s jurisdiction in this area would be identical
to its present jurisdiction to enforce the bid laws for public construc-
tion.

Sincerely,

JOSEPH R. BARRESI,
Inspector General.
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